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The atomic numbers and the masses of fragments formed in quasifission reactions are simultaneously
measured at scission in 48Tiþ 238U reactions at a laboratory energy of 286 MeV. The atomic numbers are
determined from measured characteristic fluorescence x rays, whereas the masses are obtained from the
emission angles and times of flight of the two emerging fragments. For the first time, thanks to this full
identification of the quasifission fragments on a broad angular range, the important role of the proton shell
closure at Z ¼ 82 is evidenced by the associated maximum production yield, a maximum predicted by
time-dependent Hartree-Fock calculations. This new experimental approach gives now access to precise
studies of the time dependence of the N=Z (neutron over proton ratios of the fragments) evolution in
quasifission reactions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.222502
Since the mid-1970s, it has been known that the
formation of superheavy nuclei by fusion is hindered by
out-of-equilibrium mechanisms [1–3]. In these mecha-
nisms, the available kinetic energy can be totally dissipated,
and large mass transfers between the projectile and the
target can occur, leading to emerging fragments quite
difficult to distinguish from fragments arising from fusion
followed by fission (that might be mass symmetric or
asymmetric) [4–7]. Because of these characteristics, the
generic name quasifission (QF) is nowadays often used for
all these mechanisms. Since the pioneering works, many
experimental aspects of QF have been explored [8–17], and
dynamical models, macroscopic or microscopic, have been
developed in order to reproduce cross sections, distribu-
tions of mass, angle, kinetic or excitation energy, and some
of the correlations between these observables [15,18–25].
Considering the huge experimental difficulties to extract in
a nonarbitrary way small cross sections of fusion followed
by fission from dominant quasifission cross sections, a key
issue for superheavy nucleus formation studies, it is now
essential to get a very good understanding of the QF
mechanisms and to confront and improve the models with
unambiguous exclusive data in order to reach reliable
predictive capacities.
A simultaneous determination of the fragment atomic
number (Z) and mass (A) formed in QF or in fission
processes remains nowadays a challenge [26–30], espe-
cially difficult because these quantities are most of the time
measured after particle evaporation. In this Letter, an
experimental approach giving access for QF fragments
to A and Z at scission will be presented and the data
compared with predictions of a microscopic time-
dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) model [22]. The atomic
number was determined from the coincident characteristic
fluorescence x rays, as already attempted for fission frag-
ments [31], whereas the mass was determined from the
velocities of the emerging fragments.
A 48Ti19þ beam was accelerated at 5.75 MeV=nucleon
by the Australian National University electrostatic accel-
erator followed by its LINAC postaccelerator. It bombarded
UF4 targets highly enriched in 238U on thin carbon or
aluminum backings. Because of damage resulting from the
beam impact, the targets were rapidly drilled, and different
sample thicknesses, ranging from 340 up to 940 μg=cm2,
have been used during 3 days of data acquisition with a
beam intensity I ≈ 12 nA. For binary reactions, a very large
range of folding angles between the two emerging frag-
ments was covered by two large area position-sensitive
multiwire proportional counters (280 × 360 mm2),
MWPC1 and MWPC2. They were positioned on opposite
sides of the beam at d1 ¼ 195 and d2 ¼ 180 mm from the
target, covering the angular ranges 53° ≤ θ1 ≤ 124° and
20° ≤ θ2 ≤ 80°, respectively. Coincident photons were
detected by three planar germanium detectors (500 mm2,
1 cm thick each) located at 6 cm from the target. These
detectors were positioned at the same polar angle θ ¼ 143°
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but at different azimuthal angles ϕ ¼ 90°, 330°, and 210°
with respect to the plane containing the target and the
MWPC centers.
An absolute time calibration could be achieved with a
precision better than 200 ps thanks to the kinematical
correlation between the detection angles and the velocities
for elastically scattered projectile and target nuclei detected
on broad angular ranges. A variance σ ¼ 2.6 amu has been
inferred for the mass resolution from a dedicated meas-
urement at 3.5 MeV=nucleon, an energy much below the
Coulomb barrier in which only projectile and target nuclei
could be detected. With this resolution, the average masses
are quite accurately determined, since, from the Gaussian
mass distributions measured at 5.75 MeV=nucleon for
elastic and weakly inelastic reactions, the actual projectile
and target masses are obtained with a precision better than
1 amu over the whole angular range. For the germanium
detectors, an energy resolution σ ¼ 400 eV is achieved after
a Doppler correction in the whole energy range involved,
resulting essentially from the aperture of the germanium
detectors that precludes more accurate corrections.
Figure 1 shows the photon energy spectrum for heavy
fragments with A ¼ 238 1. Uranium characteristic
K x rays and the γ ray at 103.5 keV from the uranium
ð4þ → 2þÞ transition can be easily identified. The red line
is a fit to the data with six Gaussian distributions. The
centroid, variance, and normalization factor of each of
the six distributions were free parameters in this fit. The six
centroids found by the best fit differ by less than 100 eV
from the tabulated energies either for the γ transition or
for K x rays from U1þ ions (referred to in the literature as
diagram rays) [32]. Furthermore, the yield ratios between
the different K transitions agree within less than 5% with
the tabulated ones [32]. Both these energies and yield
ratios point out that, for the relatively low ionization states
involved for the transiently formed unified atoms as well
as for the emerging uranium nuclei, the relative populations
on the L and M subshells are not sensitively modified
by the processes responsible for K-vacancy creation.
Therefore, since on an atomic scale elastic scattering at
large angles and very central nuclear reactions correspond
to the same impact parameter, the emerging QF fragments
should also behave for K x-ray emission like 1þ ions, as
already stressed in Ref. [33].
In the following, we shall consider only binary reactions
(reactions with only two heavy fragments in the exit
channel). Following Ref. [13], binary reactions are selected
from the correlation plot between the fragment velocities
parallel and perpendicular to the beam axis. In addition,
elastic and weakly inelastic reactions are removed by
requiring total center-of-mass kinetic energies smaller than
1.2 × EViola, EViola being the total energy from Ref. [34],
adapted for asymmetric fissions. Figure 2 presents the
correlation between the photon energy and the mass ratio
R ¼ A2=ðA1 þ A2Þ, where A2 (A1) is the fragment mass in
MWPC2 (MWPC1). The picture is not perfectly symmetric
with respect to R ¼ 0.5 due to efficiency losses for folding
angles at R < 0.5. The photon energies have been corrected
for the Doppler shift assuming emission from the heaviest
of the two fragments, whatever R. Despite the selection of
inelastic reactions, the different uranium peaks already
observed in Fig. 1 are still dominant for mass ratios close
to those for the target or projectile nucleus (R ≈ 0.83 or
0.17). For intermediate R values, the Doppler correction
reveals lines at constant photon energies. The stars super-
imposed on Fig. 2 indicate the tabulated Kα1 x-ray energies
for Z ≤ 92, positioned at R values corresponding to
neutron numbers N ¼ Z × ðNT=ZTÞ, where the subscript
T refers to the target nucleus. The positions of the stars and
of the maxima of the photon lines are quite similar,
indicating thus that the latter result essentially fromK x-ray
fluorescence.
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FIG. 1. Photon energy spectrum for fragments with
A ¼ 238 1. The red line is a fit to the data (see the text).
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FIG. 2. Photon energy versus mass ratio. The stars indicate the
positions of the Kα1 x-ray fluorescence lines (see the text).
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For theZ range covered in Fig. 2,Kα1ðZÞ andKα2ðZ þ 1Þ
rays can have energy differences smaller than the exper-
imental resolution and thus cannot be separated. In order to
extract the contributions of each element to the lines observed
in Fig. 2, photon energy spectra have been constituted for
bins of fragment masses, and fits have been performedwith a
sum of Gaussian distributions representing Kα1 and Kα2
emission from all possible elements in the energy range
considered (Kβ lines contribute only weakly to the total
spectra and at energies above theKα ones). Figure 3 presents
as an example the Doppler-corrected spectrum after back-
ground and random coincidence subtractions for fragments
with mass 206 ≤ A ≤ 211 (0.72 ≤ R < 0.74). The red solid
line shows the best fit, whereas the dashed (dotted) lines
correspond for each Z to the Kα1 (Kα2) contributions to this
fit. All parameters were allowed to vary freely for fits tomass
cuts withA ≥ 190, whereas, due to lower statistics, the ratios
between the Kα1 and Kα2 yields had to be fixed for A < 190
at the values for diagram lines in order to reach satisfactory
fits. For each Z involved, all the best fits lead for both Kα1
and Kα2 lines at the tabulated energies (0.2 keV), with
variances σ ≈ 400 eV. Furthermore, for A ≥ 190 they lead,
within the statistical errors, to Kα1=Kα2 ratios in agreement
with the ratios for diagram lines [32], as expected from the
conclusions of Fig. 1 and from Ref. [33]. Therefore, as
exemplified by Fig. 3, the good behavior of all these fits
as well in regions where only either a Kα1 or a Kα2 line is
dominant as in regions where they have similar weights
provides us with good confidence in the yields inferred
for each Z.
The K vacancies responsible for x-ray fluorescence from
the heavy QF atoms (with a fluorescence yield close to 1)
are essentially created during the collision by direct
interactions [35] or later by internal conversion processes
(IC). Other creation mechanisms like electron shakeoff
are much less probable and can be neglected [36]. For QF
reactions, the direct vacancies can be created as well in the
incoming as in the outgoing part of the interaction, and their
probability depends thus slightly on the emerging frag-
ments. Nevertheless, the narrow mass ranges considered in
the following imply narrow Z ranges and similar energy
distributions, leading to similar K-vacancy creation prob-
abilities. Therefore, the total number of direct K vacancies
is actually proportional to the number of K vacancies
present at scission. The very short QF lifetime (typically up
to 10 zs [13]) does not permit the decay of these vacancies
that are all quasiadiabatically transferred to the heavier
fragment, as demonstrated by the molecular orbital theory
[35,37]. The Z distributions at scission can thus be inferred
from the characteristic x-ray yields resulting from direct
interactions. By contrast, the number of vacancies arising
from IC depends strongly on the final isotopes, after
neutron evaporation, and their contributions must be
subtracted from the measured x-ray yields. IC contributions
have been calculated for all the known γ- rays in NUDAT2
[38] from all the possible nuclei after evaporation (taking
into account the 2.6 amu mass resolution and between zero
and four neutrons emitted). Among these rays, the ones not
observed (either because they are not emitted or due to too
low statistics) have all been assumed to be Gaussian, with a
maximum at the background level and σ ¼ 400 eV, leading
to a strong overestimation of their contributions. From the
γ-ray yields and from the K conversion coefficients [39],
maximum uncertainties on the Z yields at scission have
been determined.
In order to check a possible effect of instrumental
electronic nonlinearities on the measured masses, the mass
distributions obtained when the heavier QF fragment is
detected either in MWPC2 or in MWPC1 have been
compared for selections of characteristic x rays associated
with a restricted number of elements. For a given photon
selection, provided the electronic chains have good linear-
ities, these two mass distributions must have identical
maxima and widths, since the x rays are emitted by the
same ions. Differences of at most 1 amu for the maxima and
similar widths have been found in the whole mass range
involved, confirming therefore a precision on the mass
identification better than 1 amu.
Figure 4 presents the yield, the most probable atomic
number at scission, and the corresponding neutron number
as a function of the fragment mass at scission. The
horizontal full lines show the mass range on which
the most probable Z have been determined. The latter
are determined with good precision in most of the cases for
A ≥ 190, whereas, due to statistics, larger uncertainties are
obtained for A < 190. As expected for QF, the maximum
yield is found for weak mass transfers between the target
and the projectile, but a secondary maximum is observed at
A ¼ 212 indicated by a dotted vertical line that crosses the
data in the middle panel in the vicinity of the proton shell
closure Z ¼ 82. By contrast, it crosses the data in the lower
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panel at N ≈ 130, and the shell closure at N ¼ 126 would
rather correspond to A ≈ 206, away from the maximum
yield even taking into account the statistical uncertainties.
Furthermore, on the broad range 200≲ A≲ 224, the
influence of the proton shell closure seems to be felt in
the middle panel through a lower slope. The strong
correlation between the maximum yield and the proton
shell closure at Z ¼ 82 is highlighted by Fig. 5 that presents
the Z distribution, as inferred from the fit of the photon
energy spectrum between A ¼ 210 and 214. The statistical
errors are represented by the full vertical lines. The dashed
lines indicate the maximum uncertainties resulting from IC
for Z ¼ 81, 82, and 83. Because of the very long computa-
tional time required to take into account all the possible
converted lines, IC contributions have not been calculated
for the other Z, but, as indicated by vertical arrows, they can
only decrease the count numbers and the most probable
atomic number associated with the maximum yield is found
unambiguously at Z ¼ 82. If the neutron shell closure
played a dominant role, the most probable Z would be
between 84 (for A ¼ 210) and 88 (for A ¼ 214). Maximum
yields around A ¼ 208 have been already observed and
analyzed [15,16,40] for QF experiments where only A was
measured. They were interpreted as arising either from the
N ¼ 126 neutron shell closure [16] or, according to TDHF
calculations that do predict accumulations of fragments
with Z ≈ 82, from the proton shell closure [15]. The
simultaneous A and Z measurement provides thus clear
evidence for a dominant effect of the closed shell at Z ¼ 82
on the QF fragment yield. More exclusive experiments are
now needed to determine if the maximum yield results from
magic number influence during the primary QF fragment
formation or from enhanced stability with respect to fission
of primary fragments with Z ≈ 82.
The present experimental approach can be applied to
various systems, with or without closed shells, varying the
entrance channel mass and charge asymmetries, the projec-
tile kinetic energy, the deformations of the partners, etc. The
results should provide for theoretical models realistic con-
trols of the neutron and proton transfers between the partners,
leading thus to better predictive powers both for superheavy
synthesis by fusion and for new heavy isotope creation by
transfers. It must be stressed that such experiments should
also provide, besides their contribution in the superheavy
domain, quite valuable information on the symmetry energy
as used in the nuclear equation of state [41–43].
Triangles and circles in Fig. 4 show the result of TDHF
calculations for central collisions for tip and side target
orientation (see Supplemental Material [44]) and different
energies (simulating for a fixed bombarding energy differ-
ent angular momenta; see [44]). They confirm important
shell effects in the 208Pb region with the tip orientation. The
neutron and proton numbers are relatively well predicted
whatever the calculated mass transfers, a quantity that
reflects the most probable sticking time [13]. However, the
number of protons (neutrons) is always slightly overesti-
mated (underestimated), leading to N=Z values lower
than the experimental ones for the heavier QF fragments
(and thus higher for the lighter fragments). An overesti-
mation of the N=Z equilibration present in TDHF [45]
might explain these differences. A similar behavior with
respect to the data is obtained from raw static energy
minimizations performed as a function of the mass asym-
metry, but the N=Z values for weak mass transfers are
slightly lower for the heavy QF fragment than the TDHF
ones, most likely due to dynamical effects in TDHF.
The simultaneous measurement of the atomic number
and of the mass of quasifission fragments over a broad
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angular range demonstrates the important role played in the
final fragment production by the proton shell closure at
Z ¼ 82. Further experiments are now required in order to
determine if the dynamical evolution of the composite
system in quasifission is sensitive to the shell effects of
each of the individual final fragments (as predicted by
TDHF microscopic calculations) or if sequential fission
processes favor the survival of nuclei with magic proton
numbers. The faster N=Z equilibration reached in the
calculations might stress an intrinsic limitation to the
TDHF approach, possibly due to the symmetry energy
(and its density dependence) of the Skyrme energy density
used [46]. In the experimental approach followed for the
first time here, the uncertainties arising from internal
conversion processes can be greatly reduced by reasonable
increases of statistics, giving then access to the atomic
number distribution for each fragment mass. X-ray fluo-
rescence coupled with accurate mass determination opens
thus a broad field of investigations of both quasifission and
hot fission processes.
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